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Dar ul Sukun 

Consolidated Monthly Event Report 

August 2019 

Note: The main activities and events are reported in this document. 

Comprehensive report of any branch can be furnished on request. 

Dar ul Sukun realizes the need to transform social culture towards disability; which can only 
be done through the development of systematic disability sense of our society.  
DUS Training & Events department is available to raise awareness on the rights of persons 
with disabilities and to cater the training needs for skill development, updating the expertise 
and shaping the basic sense of society regarding these innocent souls.  
 Number of events and trainings and events were organized by the team mentioned below. 
 
 
Training session on Young Change Makers 
Promoting Social entrepreneurs 
 
Dar ul Sukun is endorsing young individuals to tackle society's most pressing problems and attempt 
to drive social innovation in the field of human rights, while using new approaches and products and 

more rigorous applications of known technologies and strategies because youth is the strongest 
asset of every society and they are the people who win their dreams when they determined 
towards their goals. We believe all ages are the blessing from heaven but young age is the 
strongest and boldest era which makes and more potential and sparks our skills. DUS Training 
department sensitizes the youth under DSP- Young change maker to produce disability 
ambassadors for the better living of persons with disability.   
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Training session Accepting the Exceptional: 

"Manners Around Person with Disabilities”  

Training Department -DUS conducted a session on “Accepting the exceptional in the month 

of Aug with the students of Dow Medical university. Session aimed to aware and trained the 

young generation about manners around children with disabilities. Being a medical 

professional how they need to treat them with all aspects; i.e communication, physical 

treatment and mobilization of their body matters for them. They took part as per their 

experiences. 

  

 

Training session on Curative Techniques on “Chest Physio” 

Children with physical disabilities often face unseen challenges for daily activities of living that 

compromises their quality life. To encounter and maintain their daily living DUS Training 

department conducted a workshop with the staff of DUS on Curative care which aims to 

prevent the appearance of diseases through chest physio, children with multiple disease 

repeatedly facade chest congestion and lungs disputes. Being their direct and indirect 

caregiver how we can prevent them from breathing issues and reduce this common problem 

from their innocent lives, was taught in the session.  
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Capacity Building session on “Scabies and skin issues in children: 

A capacity Building session was conducted by Mr. Dominic Clinical dermatologist DUS- with 

the caregiving staff with the title “Scabies and skin issues in children”. Purpose of the session 

was to train the staff for skin care of the children with sensitive skin and for those who can 

communicate for their challenges. Different skin diseases were explained in the session. 

Causes, treatment and cure was taught by Mr. Dominic. 
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Sensitization session for Alliance for Inclusion:  

Dar ul Sukun is striving for the inclusive society for all. Internationally & Nationally we are 

assembling people to join hands for the betterment of persons with disabilities. A 

sensitization session with the students of Karachi university was conducted by training 

department to construct people’s minds unitedly. Every individual has his/her own choice to 

live and freedom for their lifestyle, people with disabilities are the equal member and they 

have the same rights like other human being; was briefed in session. 

 

 

 

Independence Day Celebrations 

Every year Dar ul Sukun celebrated independence day with the unique theme this year 14th 

August was celebrated with the theme “Hum Sub Ka Pakistan” to speared the message of 

inclusion. Our homeland is for every race, gander, community and individual who is the citizen 

of Pakistan. So person with disabilities are also the member of our society we need to see 

everyone with equal eye and respect being a one nation. Commodore Abdul Majid Deputy 

Director General grace the occasion as Chief Guest along with Navy force. Event was started 

by the recitations from Holy Quran, Holy Geeta and Holy Bible to depict that our land is for 

every religion who lives in Pakistan, Flag hosting was done by Commodore Abdul Majid 

Deputy Director General, Sr. Ruth in charge of Dar ul Sukun and Mr. Morris Khurshid G.M DUS. 

Kinds performed on national songs. 
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Meaty Eid Celebration with the children of Dar 

ul Sukun: 

Celebration and happiness is the right of every 

individual, while serving different nations under 

one roof Dar ul Sukun celebrates all the 

sentimental occasions with the children of DUS. 

We believe sharing happiness multiplies the 

inclinations in lives. Children had a fun party with 

different visitors on Eid Day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.2581428251914327&type=3&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDiS5t-oKl3oibbcMODUfENVur1MqPyNI73YECDn1_1upMC426yp4Y_JBuYqKqA2tfCzHWA3aHhLUnAtvvq3fN8hgpCLLr_JiQHA8myPAhMxdd-dDXdBZfQmdqQizBxKRICfATaJQzEu0kN0k9uL_5crXPnp3wFbimOXKwcCbrleQ6K_OYAR6_KARX8R7V25ekrUFoeoK1FyZghODP2hpFPUP7yb4RdFmJfDddxyG1PE9k6q1NUDaZCZgTEikdHLG1DazcOfYmNlFwdg_gTbDLGYnP5IFlNm8OHelncsTJ8WLMSmo2YpqSqodo7CMI3qALeYirGE7yxDNRw7WfRUswUYu60Z23OxO3mvsxUlW5aYkmH6ZxxPqOyZ8MyLxyixsvXAjUfV4kBh4Klwnl1DJWR5_l0N_5vfz1kBDTogNgfkeygzuhlPCR_X2k0OEg3kdQupDkch28HoPn86zNy&__tn__=-UC-R
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.2581428251914327&type=3&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDiS5t-oKl3oibbcMODUfENVur1MqPyNI73YECDn1_1upMC426yp4Y_JBuYqKqA2tfCzHWA3aHhLUnAtvvq3fN8hgpCLLr_JiQHA8myPAhMxdd-dDXdBZfQmdqQizBxKRICfATaJQzEu0kN0k9uL_5crXPnp3wFbimOXKwcCbrleQ6K_OYAR6_KARX8R7V25ekrUFoeoK1FyZghODP2hpFPUP7yb4RdFmJfDddxyG1PE9k6q1NUDaZCZgTEikdHLG1DazcOfYmNlFwdg_gTbDLGYnP5IFlNm8OHelncsTJ8WLMSmo2YpqSqodo7CMI3qALeYirGE7yxDNRw7WfRUswUYu60Z23OxO3mvsxUlW5aYkmH6ZxxPqOyZ8MyLxyixsvXAjUfV4kBh4Klwnl1DJWR5_l0N_5vfz1kBDTogNgfkeygzuhlPCR_X2k0OEg3kdQupDkch28HoPn86zNy&__tn__=-UC-R
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World Humanitarian Day: 
 

Dar ul Sukun believes in humanitarian approach, a 

symbolic awareness event on account of World 

Humanitarian Day was celebrated by Dar ul Sukun 

with the message “If you see someone in need, try 

to provide them the kind of help they truly need.” 

Let’s not turn a blind eye when someone asks for 

help. Let’s be human. 

 

 

 
Monthly Activities at Dar ul Sukun Rehabilitation Department 

ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES: 

Creative play for kids Buttons sorting pasting Activity: 

The activity was incorporated for the kids of Dar ul Sukun by special 

educators of class 2 so that they can learn things more creatively. 

Crafts such as coloring, drawing cutting pasting, sorting colorful 

buttons require the child to use both their hands together. It can 

enhance their bilateral coordination. In order to paste in shapes into 

different patterns may increase their Fine Motor coordination 

 

Brainy Puzzle Games: 

Playing puzzles is one of most exciting activity 

which can stimulate the brain activity. There are 

many benefits of puzzles our children of Dar ul 

Sukun has a great interest in these brainy games. 

Through puzzle games when children remove or 

try to fix a missing puzzle piece to find its 

appropriate place, they learn the connection 

between their hands and their eyes. The ability to 

coordinate what the eyes see, with what the brain pictures and what the 

hands do. And yet it is an enjoyable way to develop this skill. 
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Cotton bud Painting Activity: 

This painting creates very little mess and is a great source of 

developing the fine motor skills and pincer grip. This easy activity 

engages the children in different painting experiences. It encourages 

their creativity and imagination. It can build their confidence in their 

skills and abilities. It can enhance the spatial awareness. It provides 

an opportunity to use new tools. It also increases their awareness of 

colors, shapes textures. 

 

SENSORY PLAY 

Sponge Painting Activity: 

Painting with cut up Sponge pieces 

There are many learning benefits of this activity. Sponge painting is a great self- expression 

with paint. It is good for the Eye and hand coordination, fine motor development. 

Experimenting and exploring with a new tool. Color recognition, and a great sensory 

experience of exploring paint through messy sponge painting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUMMER GALA ACTIVITIES: 

Rehabilitation Department organized Summer Gala Activities with the Contribution of Beacon 

House School students’ involvement and community services. There were several exciting 

recreational activities for the children of Dar ul Sukun. It was an interactive activity it was 

hosted by the students of Beacon house and they also participated to make our children 

happy.  
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The lists of Activities are mentioned below: 

1. Face Painting 

2. Music Playing/ Singing 

3. Canvas painting 

4. Puzzles game 

5. Target Ring 

6. Kids Ride 

7. Magic Show 

8. Jumping castles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

COOKING DAY  

Rehabilitation Department organized an exciting cooking Day activities for the children of Dar 

ul Sukun. It created a great bond among teachers with students while cooking the recipes. 

The purpose of this great activity was to engage children to become an independent adult 

while dealing with the kitchen. The special educators loved cooking for the kids and taught 

children about cutting the vegetables and how to cook food i.e. teaching of life skills. Cooking 

can also teach kids various safety lessons such as not to touch a hot stove or how to use a 

knife correctly. 
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Sports Day at KMC: 

Rehabilitation Department organizes a sports day for Children 

on weekly basis for the physical fitness and to promote the 

sport activities to give them an outdoor therapy. Our children 

are very happy to play in 

the outdoor areas and to 

communicate with the 

outer world. Some 

exercises and sport activities gives them self-confidence 

and boost their energy. It also teaches children about 

teamwork, goal building and success in life. They play 

several games like JUMPING HOPS, LEMON SPOON RACE, 

SKIPPING. 

Creative Painting Day: 

The Creative arts of children were a valuable experience for Rehabilitation Department. As, 

Children of Dar ul Sukun are fond of colors and beautiful paintings. The soothing Process of 

painting was a great and joyful experience for the kids. It can enhance their talents through 

creative activities. Painting in education is a part of its natural landscape. 
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Monthly Activities in Dar ul Sukun Centre for the Older People 
Awareness workshop on “Reducing Isolation and Loneliness in older people” 

There are several reasons why elderly people can isolate themselves from the outside 

world. Isolation leads to loneliness, and 

loneliness leads to isolation. We must all unite 

our efforts to break this vicious cycle that has 

major repercussions on our society. 

An Interactive awareness session on prevent 

isolation in elder population was conducted on 

22nd August 2019 by Ms. Iqra Iqbal Head of physio 

therapy department DUS senior citizens branch. 

She explained Loneliness is a feeling of 

emptiness, deprivation or sadness. As our population ages, more and more senior citizens 

suffer from loneliness. This sense of isolation is felt even more during occasions although 

it can also be present on a daily basis. Loneliness should not be taken lightly since it can 

lead to serious consequences:  

 Loss of independence; 

 eating disorders; 

 increased stress and anxiety;   

 depression; 

 sleep problems; 

 suicidal thoughts; 

 higher risk of chronic diseases (cardiac or vascular, especially); 

students from different universities took part in interaction firstly obstacles were discussed 

that what are the causes of isolation like medical issues, incontinence, retirement, loss of any 

loved one or spouse, thought of himself/herself as a burden, dependency, diseases and more. 
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Basic purpose of which is to aware our young generation of this problem which occurs in our elderly 

and to help them understand how to deal with people of 50 and above. 

 

Ageing Rights working group session: 

Everyone needs to understand the significance of rights of elderly and the need of thinking about the 

reasons. Ageing rights working group session was held on 29th of august 2019 which was further 

headed by Dr. Iqra Sattar physical therapist Dar ul Sukun. She emphasized on the basic problem every 

person faces over the age of 50 that is battle between ego integrity and despair. She explains that as 

a community member or as caretaker of elders we need to understand the behavioral issue they have 

to face in result of trying to balance between the two. We need to understand their psychological 

state and help them remember their true identity as an effective person of the society, a basic right of 

every human being.  
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Learning Landscape session on 

Physical therapy session in Mental health 

Ms. Hina and Ms. Ayesha, physical therapist volunteers of IIRS university Karachi gave session on 

mental problem called cerebral ataxia and other mental health issues and their management. Session 

was held on 8th august 2019. In this brief session they helped audience to understand the problem of 

cerebral ataxia which is a major brain disorder in which some parts of brain get swollen and results in 

loss of balance and body’s coordinated movements of trunk and limbs. They also put light on other 

related mental health issues elders are facing around us. In the end they precisely describe how to 

manage such patients and role of physical therapist in life of patients with cerebral ataxia and related 

mental health issues. 

 
 

Learning landscape session on core physio 

Ms. Annu an intern from IIRS university Karachi gave session on 21st august 2019 on core or basic 

physical therapy management in different medical problems. In this session she defines that physical 

therapy is hands-on treatment in different injuries or illness which are effecting your daily tasks. This 

is the branch of physical medicine which helps to ease your pain due to different medical problems 

and helps you live better and revive your normal body functions after any physical disorder which 

results from any injury or disease. She also emphasized on importance of fitness exercise routine in 

every individual’s life. 
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Training on curative skills 

On 9th august 2019 Dr. Mona Habib gave session on curative skills for elderly in problems related to 

their inactivity in life. She briefed audience that inactivity and malnourishment is significantly 

important in deterioration of an elderly’s health. She mainly focused on basic issue a bed bound patient 

is facing that is bed sores and skin ulcers. At the end she explains every caretaker of patient should 

have some vital curative skills for such fundamental issues. 

 

 

Capacity building session on Frozen shoulder 

Ms. Aflvaia a physical therapy intern from Ziaud din hospital university gave session on frozen shoulder 

on 19th august 2019. In this brief session she describes a medical issue commonly found in people age 

above 40 that is frozen shoulder. She tells her audience that due to inactivity or inactivity after any 

pathological trauma on shoulder joint this problem can occur in which a person suffers severe pain 

and limited movement in effected shoulder. She also explains the difference between effected and 

non-effected shoulder and how to identify this condition. After explaining the problem, she briefed 

her audience how to take care of that patient. She explains the physical therapy management and 

treatment of this particular problem by demonstrating physical therapy exercises and some 

techniques. 
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Capacity Building Session on stroke Management 

On 20th august 2019 Dr. Muhammad Bilal, physical therapist Dar ul Sukun describes a rapid occurring 

problem in our elders called stroke. In this session he briefly defines the problem of stroke that occurs 

after any problem occurred in your brain, any dysfunction in your brain will directly affect your body 

movements, balance and coordination.  He also explains the different types of stroke, the risk factors 

and causes of stroke. After explaining the problem and its causes he tells his audience a medical 

treatment for this particular medical problem. At the end he explains physical therapy intervention in 

such patients. He demonstrates different exercises and different physical therapy management 

techniques a therapist uses to manage condition of persons effected by stroke. 

 

 

Capacity building session on Basic physiotherapy 

A physical therapist from Nixer college visited Dar ul Sukun and held a session focusing on defining 

Physical Therapy. Basic purpose of this session is to tell common people of society the importance of 

Physical therapy interventions in lives of patients suffered from different physical traumas and medical 

diseases. He also demonstrates different techniques every caretaker of patient can use in improving 

the life quality of their beloved ones. 
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Celebrating prosperous Moments of Meaty Eid: 

Eid is second name of feast, laughter and togetherness. Dar ul Sukun celebrates these moments on 

holy event of eid ul Adha “a festival of sacrifice”. Eid is meant to revive the spirit of sharing and caring 

not only for ourselves but for less privileged and marginalized group of people. Dar ul Sukun involve 

our elders in this celebration of delight. 

 

 
 

Celebrated Independence Day: 

Hum Sub Ka Pakistan: 

Our country got its freedom and sovereignty on 14th august 1947. Every year every Pakistani celebrates 

this day with full zeal and zest. Dar ul Sukun also celebrates this memorable and monumental day with 

our elders starting with the flag raising ceremony and end the day with cake cutting ceremony. Our 

elders share joy and happiness on this 72nd birthday of our beloved country with each other with full 

delight and once again remembered and prayed for our predecessors for giving us such a beautiful 

and our own country. Residents perform skits and enjoy laughing and dancing. 
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Visit of Mazar-e Quaid on 14th August 2019 

On 14th of August 2019 residents of Dar ul Sukun visited the Mazar of founder of our beloved country 

Pakistan, Mr. Muhammad Ali Jinnah. A person who left no stone unturned in effort of carving the name 

of Pakistan as sovereign and independent state on the map of the world. Senior citizens of Dar ul sukun 

gave tribute to Muhammad Ali Jinnah and enjoyed their time observing the belongings of Mr. Jinnah 

placed in the museum beside Mr. Jinnah’s grave.  

 

 

Bar B Que party “Celebrating Meaty Moments of Meaty Eid” 

Dar ul Sukun believes in including the marginalized group of people in happiness and joy associated 

with every festival and occasion and always try to share happiness and delight with their residents 

hence On 24th of august 2019 Dar ul Sukun held Bar B Que party for their residents in which residents 

enjoy making and eating Bar B Que and dinner.   
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Filling the colors of Happiness: 

Color’s Day celebration 

Colors give new essence and bring new spirit to life. 

Keeping this in mind Dar ul Sukun celebrated a day full of 

colors with their elders on 8th august 2019, giving a 

message to everyone that colors are symbol of happiness 

and utmost joy. Senior citizens enjoy the day with full zest 

of delight. 

 

Physiotherapy session on Rebuilding Self-esteem: 

we all want to have strong friendships and close family connection; unfortunately, if we lose 

these relations we feel desperate and Squashing ourselves. Typically, old age is the time when 

we feel that we are isolated. To rebuild Strength and Balance and self-esteem an interactive 

session was conducted by Recreational physiotherapists with the residents to rebuild their 

confidence towards their selves. 
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Group Therapy session: 

Group therapy is a well-established therapeutic modality for older individuals; was conducted 

with the residents of Dar ul Sukun to help them realize you’re not alone, prepare them for 

giving and receiving support, to find their voice and also to relate themselves with others in 

healthier ways. Residents participated and shared their thoughts that sometimes encourage 

them to do more and many times resist them for doing too much. 

 

 


